PART III
Organized Crime

Introduction

We have now taken the reader through the production and
wholesaling phase of Dope, Incorporated. We have introduced
the Far East clearinghouse bank, the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank
and the gold and diamond houses that with HongShang feed the
black market with invisible forms of payment.
In the following pages we will concentrate on the distribution
side of Dope. Incorporated's business cycle. We will first enter
the Canadian board rooms where the Keswicks, the Inchcapes
and their representatives brush shoulders with the wholesalers of
the drug trade - the Zionist Hofjuden middlemen. - whose
assigned task is to ensure swift and secure delivery of that "most
valuable source of revenue" to Britain's retail distributors: the
mob. The Bronfman family of Canada is our leading case, since
they are the top middlemen for the U.S. market which, in turn, is
the richest in the world.
Beneath the respectable veneer of the Bronfmans' corporate
financial empire we will uncover Dope. Incorporated subsidi
aries that control the criminal underworld of North America. We
will look closely at Meyer Lansky, the Marcello family, and other
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"Mafia" figures and discover that like China's Green Gang, the
mob is a secret army, a fifth column controlled by Britain against
the United States.
We will trace the drug money to the gambling casinos and other
"legitimate" enterprises that are the syndicate's indispensable
storefront cover for the drug trade. From these respectable
enterprises we will trace the drug money into the halls of the
state assemblies. city councils. congressional offices, and into
the pockets of America's contemporary Benedict Arnolds and
Aaron Burrs, among whom we will find Edward Kennedy, Jacob
Javits. Henry "Scoop" Jackson, and other leading lights of the
Zionist Lobby. We will find tainted heroin money being funneled
into Zionist organizations and from Zionist fronts back into
political machines for the dual purpose of buying protection
for the drug trade and shaping U.S. policy.
We will then take a grand tour through the Anglo-Dutch
offshore banking centers, watching money being laundered
through Basel, Liechtenstein, Tel Aviv, and the Bahamas; tracing
it carefully as it changes ownership from the mob, to the
Bronfmans. to British banks, to the Israeli Mossad - finally
ending up in dummy corporations to finance international
terrorism and a privately owned worldwide assassination
bureau.
By the time we finish, the reader will have a view of organized
crime that tears to shreds all the fairy tales of the drugstore
novels and Grade-B Hollywood productions. The image of
gangsters and thieves lurking in the dark underworld will
dissipate before the fact that we are dealing with the most highly
integrated, top-down political machinery in the world - one that
enjoys the logistical support of a $200 billion per annum inter
national cartel and the "protection" of every political entity
Britain has created through these vast "invisible earnings."

The cutouts
The police investigator has a problem in trying to track down
the source of the drug trade: he invariably proceeds from the
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bottom up and gets lost along the way long before he reaches the
level of command that counts. Every year, local police arrest
thousands of street corner and schoolyard pushers, yet it is a rare
occasion when any of these arrests leads to the arrest of higher
up syndicate figures who ply the street trade in the first place.
And these local syndicate warlords are themselves usually
several steps removed from the" Mr-. Bigs."
As Part II of this report demonstrated, at the top. British
banking - through HongShang - controls the production and
wholesaling side of Dope, Incorporated. This "outfront" activity
in the Far East is protected by the legal technicality that the area
is off-limits to U.S. investigative agencies. (As one experienced
U.S. foreign service officer put it, "It would be easier for a white
Anglo-Saxon Protestant to penetrate the Politburo of the Chinese
Communist Party than it would be to gain access to the Hong
Kong or Swiss bank accounts of the drug traders.") At the retail,
distribution end, there is no parallel way of directly linking the
British oligarchy to the drug traffic - at least not with the
ordinary tools of the police trade.
One of the ABCs of any covert operation is the time-tested
practice of securing middlemen - or, to use the professional
expression, "cutouts" - that effectively conceal the identities of
the stage managers who run the show from behind the lace and
velvet curtains. From the top all the way down to the street level.
Dope, Incorporated is run through layer upon layer of such
cutouts.
Even in China, where the British Crown brazenly pursued its
opium policy, it operated through the corrupted Soong family
which carried out the day-to-day business operations for Jardine
Matheson.
In the West. the prime cutout for Dope, Incorporated is the
Zionist Lobby.
This cutout begins at the top with the cohesive grouping of
Hofjuden ("Court Jews") who serve the British monarchy as
loyal. wholly owned servants. These families, whom we will meet
by name, have a centuries-long tradition of attaching themselves
to the predominant noble houses of Europe, providing
indispensable services as tax-farmers and errand boys for the
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types of missions that the aristocrats would prefer to plan but not
get caught in carrying out.
Many of these Hofjuden families migrated from Amsterdam to
Britain after the "Glorious Revolution" (1688), which brought the
Dutch House of Orange onto the British throne in alliance with
the most bucolic, feudalist landed gentry of the Isles. That Anglo
Dutch merger of the late 17th century turned Britain into the
most powerful center of the European oligarchical faction - a
status it has maintained for three centuries. For these Hofjuden
families, the relocation to Britain marked no shift in allegiance;
they have functioned as servants for the oligarchical system, not
for specific houses. Several of the Hofjuden families who
converged on London during the 17th and 18th centuries had·
served the Genoese bankers in their takeover of Holland, had
participated in the Dutch East India Company's first expeditions
in opium trade, and had collaborated over the centuries with the
British Jesuits against European humanist forces.
The Hofjuden should not be confused with the Jewish people. In
much the same way that one would not condemn an entire nation
for the crimes committed by its most deranged citizens, one
cannot condemn the entire Jewish people for the centuries of
crime committed by the Hofjuden. The only relationship the
Hofjuden have had to Jewry is that of persecutors and tormentors.
As the clandestine operations bureau for the oligarchy, they
quickly learned that they could augment their capabilities
tremendously by subjecting Jews to waves of persecutions and
then recruiting terrorized Jews into Zionist organizations that
had as their ostensible aim the "survival" of Jewry! In street
parlance, the Hofjuden have run a six-century·long protection
extortion racket against the Jewish people - to the overall effect
of building up a sizable "Zionist" network at the disposal of
British Secret Intelligence. This traditional relationship to Jewry
was carried to its lawful conclusion in the 20th century when the
Rothschilds, Warburgs, Oppenheimers, Schroeders, and other
Hofjuden became the leading financial backers of Adolf Hitler.
One of the greatest benefits that the Hofjuden gained by their
complicity in Hitler's genocide of the East European population
was that they could henceforth hide behind the memory of the
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awesome fate of milliols of Jews and conduct the filthiest sorts of
operations - from drug-running to terrorism to genocide against
Arab and related populations - without being exposed for these
crimes against humanity. Whenever any critic attempted to
expose these crimes, he was quickly assaulted as a "Nazi." a
"fascist." or an "anti-Semite."
It is neither unrelated nor coincidental that these Zionist
Hofjuden were delegated the role of cutouts between the inner
circles of the British nobility and the filthiest gutters of organized
crime. Even within the Hofjuden. we encounter two levels: one is
the centuries-old families (the Hofjuden "elite") who rub
shoulders with and are intermarried with the nobility; and the
second. the "initiates" - "chosen" by the Hofjuden elite to be the
drug-runners. the bootleggers. the murderers. and extortionis~s
- who themselves hope that by slavishly serving the British oli
garchy they will be placed among the ranks of the Zionist
"respectables. "
Within the first category. we find such "respectable houses"
as these:
The Montefiores trace their origin as "special operations"
experts for the European oligarchy to the 13th century in Spain,
when they ran errands as tax farmers and Inquisitors for their
masters, the Genoese. The Montefiores later moved to Holland to
help found the Dutch East India Company and the Bank of
Holland. After the Stuart Restoration of the mid-17th century, the
Montefiores moved to England where they helped establish the
Bank of England and the British East Il)dia Company. Under Sir
Moses Montefiore. the family collaborated with Lord Palmerston
and Prime Minister Disraeli in the founding of the present-day
Zionist "movement."
The Goldsmids and Mocattas have been the leading bullion
merchants for the royal family of England since the Stuart
Restoration, predating the founding of the Bank of England. As
we have seen, both families conduct a significant portion of the
black marketeering in precious metals for the Hong Kong drug
traffic.
The Oppenheimers control a large portion of the diamond and
gold mining in South Africa and are interlocked with the
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HongShang Bank to provide yet another means of exchange for
drug transactions.
The Canadian de Hirsch family bankrolled much of the Jewish
migration from Eastern Europe to Canada and is still a bank
roller of Zionist organizations.
The Sassoons were the first Hofjuden family to concentrate
their resources primarily in opium production. Known as the
"Rothschilds of the East," they settled in India at the beginning
of the 18th century. The Sassoons relocated in 1949 to the Carib
bean where they established themselves on the ground floor of
casino gambling and unregulated offshore banking.
The Rothschilds began their fortune in Hesse-Cassel, Germany
by supplying Hessian mercenaries to the Hanoverian King
George III of Britain against the American colonies. They are
"johnny-come-Iatelys" to the Hofjuden circle, having only
seriously gained a place in the oligarchical court with the Treaty
of Vienna in 1815. From that point, however, the Rothschilds have
expended considerable resources toward the subversion of the
American republic; they maintain an "investment" presence in
Dope. Incorporated.
Immediately below the Hofjuden elite are those "initiate"
families selected and sponsored to run the criminal underworld
and its "legitimate" front organizations. Into this category falls
the powerful Bronfman family of Canada. the Hong Kong of
North America. By all accounts one of the richest families in the
world, the Bronfmans are a sterling example of a family hand
picked and raised out of the gutter to become some of the best
paid crooks in the world. A Bronfman illegal loan of $350.000 to
the Campaign to Re-Elect Hugh Carey as Governor of New York
recently caused a public outcry, but as the story we now tell
shows, the Bronfmans themselves are owned and operated by the
British banking elite of Dope, Incorporated.
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